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Message from the Advisory Group Chair
On behalf of the Advisory Group, I am

and is positioned to nurture success for

delighted to introduce the Skilling the Bay

the community and economy through

Strategic Plan 2016-17. This Plan launches at a

a collaborative focus on education,

critical moment for our Geelong community

employment and skills.

as we seek to unite efforts in the region to

The strategic directions outlined in the Plan

advance economic growth and educational

reaffirm our shared dedication to prepare our

attainment for all citizens.

people for the challenges and opportunities

The Plan represents the vision and ambition

of a new economy. We believe the success

of our Advisory Group members, our Skilling

of the Plan depends on the strength of our

the Bay project team, delivery partners

partnerships with our stakeholders to deliver

and community stakeholders to carry out

on our vision for Geelong as an optimistic,

a regionally driven, inclusive approach to

self-sufficient, thriving centre of growth.

education and skills development, ensuring
a sustainable and prosperous future for
Geelong.

Professor Jane den Hollander
Vice-Chancellor, Deakin University,

Skilling the Bay is a dedicated partnership

Inaugural Chair of the Advisory Group,

between The Gordon, Deakin University

Skilling the Bay

and the Victorian State Government,

Introduction from the CEO, The Gordon
Since the establishment of Skilling the Bay

articulate a clear vision and set of actions

in 2011, we have seen great momentum

that will prepare Geelong for the jobs of the

in Geelong to innovate in the midst of a

future through education, employment and

transitioning local economy. Skilling the Bay

innovation.

has led an important collaborative effort to

The Strategic Plan also aligns with a major

bring together local education providers,

focus of our mission at The Gordon, to lead

community organisations and industry to

the skilling of industries and communities.

deliver eleven targeted initiatives to enable

We are committed to working together to

the community to prepare for a new world

realise this ambitious plan to enable a skilled,

of work. There have been significant early

resilient and thriving Geelong region.

achievements, made possible through
dedicated local partnerships.
With the launch of the Skilling the Bay
Strategic Plan 2016-17, we build on our

Lisa Line
Chief Executive Officer, The Gordon

strong foundation of community support to
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Skilling the Bay
Today
Skilling the Bay was established in 2011

Skilling the Bay is delivering eleven targeted

in response to economic changes and

initiatives to advance these goals. Each

workforce transformation impacting

initiative has been designed in consultation

Geelong. Led by The Gordon and delivered

with key stakeholders and industry partners

in partnership with Deakin University and

and aims to create tangible outcomes for

the Victorian Government, Skilling the Bay

the Geelong community. The table below

proactively supports the future prosperity of

outlines the eleven initiatives implemented by

Geelong by focusing on skills development

Skilling the Bay and the goal to which they

and education. Since the project’s inception,

are contributing.

the Victorian Government has invested
approximately $11 million with the aim to
deliver on three key goals:
1.

Raise education attainment levels

2.

Increase workforce participation
through training and re-skilling

3.

Grow existing and emerging industries
though targeted skills development.

Goals

Initiatives

1. Education

2. Employment

3. Skills

Geelong Tertiary
Futures Program

Whittington Works
Alliance

Skilling for Advanced
Manufacturing –
Composite Materials

Successful Students –
STEM Program

Northern Futures

Digital Technologies
Program
Careers in Community
Services and Health

Workforce
Development Centre

Skilling for Business
Success
Skilling the Health and
Community Services
Workforce
Geelong Future
Industry Project
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The Geelong Context
As one of Australia’s largest regional centres,

Year 12 completion: Geelong has lower than

Geelong is undergoing an economic and

state-average levels of Year 12 completion,

workforce transformation, placing the region

with 48% completing Year 12 in contrast to

in a time of great change and opportunity.

56% for Victoria. Some areas within Geelong,

Skilling the Bay provides an education, skills
and training response to the critical issues
facing the region which include:
Economic transition: Geelong’s economy is
shifting from its historical manufacturing core
to more service-based industries, advanced
manufacturing and high-tech products.

such as Whittington (30%), Norlane (28%)
and Corio (31%), have significantly lower
attainment rates.
A growing but ageing population: Geelong’s
population in 2014 was 224,926, and is
expected to grow by 27% by 2031. Geelong
has an ageing population with people aged
over 60 years of age predicted to increase by

Workforce participation: Geelong’s

over 46% by 2031.

workforce participation rate is 10% lower
than the Victorian state average. Workforce
participation is influenced by challenging

Growth in skilled jobs, but some barriers
for new entrants to the workforce: There is
a risk of not having adequate pathways for

factors in the region including youth
disengagement, an ageing population and
discouraged workers.

recent graduates and a need to strengthen
the employability skills of new entrants to the
workforce.

Youth unemployment: Is a major issue in
Geelong, reaching 18% in 2015, compared to
a 15% average youth unemployment rate in
Victoria.

Need to bolster the innovation of SMEs in
Geelong: Small and medium enterprises are
key to growth in the Geelong economy, with
almost 90% of businesses in the Geelong

Youth retention: Retaining and attracting
youth to Geelong is key to future growth and

region employing fewer than five people.

success. Geelong currently faces a departure
of young people ages 25 to 34 who leave the
region to seek other work and educational
opportunities.

Melbourne CBD
Werribee

Geelong is situated along
Australia’s south eastern
seaboard on Corio Bay. The
Geelong area is known for
its natural assets, however
our greatest strength is the
initiative and skills of our
diverse Geelong community.

Port Phillip Bay
Bannockburn
Corio Bay

Geelong

Portarlington
St Leonards
Queenscliff

Barwon
Heads
Torquay

Colac

Sorrento

Anglesea

Lorne
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Mission and
Vision 2016–17
Skilling the Bay
Preparing Geelong for the jobs of the future through education, employment and
innovation

Our Vision
Geelong is an optimistic, self-sufficient, thriving centre of growth

Our Mission
Skilling the Bay will:
•

Connect industry, education, training and community groups to enable the
growth of jobs of the future through targeted skills development, collaboration
and advocacy.

•

Lead the transformation of Geelong’s workforce to secure jobs of the future
through education, skills development and innovation.

•

Foster a long-term, regional focus on education and skills development so
that people in Geelong see a pathway for themselves – from education to
employment.
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Our Values
Collaboration and inclusiveness are key to:
•

Avoid duplication of services and generate efficiencies

•

Harness knowledge and skills to design effective intervention strategies

•

Identify and agree on priorities to guide resource allocation

•

Develop and design intervention strategies fit for purpose

•

Create a culture that takes care of our own

Education and training as the cornerstone of:
•

Learning for jobs of the future

•

Developing job readiness skills

•

Re-skilling to respond to workforce changes

Outcomes-focused:
•

Performance measurement to test the effectiveness of interventions

•

Rigorous evaluation framework to justify ongoing investment decisions

Sustainability:
•

Supporting strategies with a timeframe capable of generating long-term success

•

Supporting strategies to become embedded in existing programs delivered by
local entities

Innovation and entrepreneurship:
•

Creativity and imagination as the basis for forging new frontiers of opportunity

•

Develop and try new ideas

•

Successfully transfer ideas to commercial reality

5

Success for the community and economy
through a collaborative focus on education,
employment and skills
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Our Goals
Skilling the Bay will enable the
transformation of Geelong’s workforce
by delivering on three clear goals:

1

Education

2

Employment

3

Skills 		


informing
and raising educational attainment
levels focused on pathways to employment

increasing

workforce participation through
training and re-skilling

growing

existing and emerging industries
through targeted skills development

7

Increasing the number
of individuals engaged
in education and work
opportunities beyond
school

8

Education
Informing and raising educational attainment
levels focused on pathways to employment

Geelong Tertiary Futures Program (GTFP)

Careers in Community Services

Objectives

& Health (CS&H)

•

Increase attainment in partner schools

Objectives

•

Support Year 9 students to identify and

•

Raise awareness in young people of the

pursue education and training pathways

range of careers available in community

to future employment

services and health

Outcomes

Outcomes

•

•

Increase in GTFP students engaging

More young people undertaking

in education and work opportunities

education and career pathways in

beyond school

community services and health, leading
to an increased pool of potential workers

Successful Students: STEM Program
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths)

Digital Technologies Program

Objectives

Objectives

•

•

•

Improve educator capability and
innovation in the teaching of STEM

aspirations for digital technologies

related subjects in schools

related STEM education, training and

Improve student awareness of and

employment pathways

aspirations for STEM related education,

•

training and employment pathways
•

Increase student attainment in STEM

•

Improve participant teacher capability
and innovation in the teaching of digital
technology related subjects in schools

Outcomes

•

Increased student attainment in digital
technology related STEM subjects

subjects

•

Improve student awareness of and

Improved quality of STEM related

Outcomes

teaching in partner secondary schools

•

Increase in students engaging in digital

Increase in proportion of students

technologies related STEM pathways and

undertaking STEM related subjects

employment beyond school

9

Supporting individuals
to develop career
pathways that
lead to sustainable
employment
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Employment
Increasing workforce participation
through training and re-skilling

Whittington Works

Workforce Development Centre

Objectives

The Geelong Region Workforce Development

•

Enable unemployed adults to participate

Centre (WDC) was established as part

in education and training

of Skilling the Bay to support retrenched

•

Support Whittington Works participants
to transition from training to employment

Outcomes
•

workers, their families and local job seekers
to plan for the next step in their careers.
Following the 2015 Victorian Government
announcement of $1 million towards the

Increased workforce participation in the

establishment of a Geelong Skills and Jobs

3219 postcode

Centre, the WDC will integrate its services
with the new centre. Skilling the Bay will

Northern Futures
Objectives
•

Engage long term unemployed job
seekers to participate in education and

continue to link with the new Geelong Skills
and Jobs Centre to support these objectives.
Objectives
•

retrenched workers, to develop career

training
•

pathways aligned to current and future

Support Northern Futures participants to

workforce needs

transition from training to employment
Outcomes
•

Increased workforce participation in the
3214 postcode

Support priority cohorts, including

•

Act as a central mechanism for education
and co-ordination of support

Outcomes
•

The WDC supports individuals to develop
career pathways that lead to sustainable
employment

11

Creating new education
and training pathways
into growing regional
industries
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Skills
Growing existing and emerging industries
though targeted skills development

Skilling for Advanced Manufacturing -

Skilling for Business Success

Composite Materials

Objectives

Objectives

•

•

Develop an accredited course and units of
competency to meet the training needs of

entrepreneurs
•

the carbon fibre composite manufacturing
industry
•

Inspire the next generation of
Create a culture that motivates and
supports entrepreneurship and innovation

•

Support SME growth using education and

Develop effective learning resources for

training as an enabler for innovation and

course delivery

entrepreneurial activity

Outcomes

Outcomes

•

•

•

New Victorian Registration and

Foster a culture of innovation and

Qualifications Authority accredited

entrepreneurship and support

course addressing identified composite

development of new and existing SMEs

manufacturing industry training gaps

to generate new jobs in the Geelong

Improved job readiness for the composite

economy

manufacturing industry sector
Geelong Future Industry Project
Skilling Health & Community Services
Workforce
Objectives
•

Identify and create new education and

Objectives
•

capacity in the Geelong region
•

training pathways into the Health and
Community Services Sector (new and
transitioning careers)
Outcomes
•

Optimise workforce capacity within the

Support growth of nano-manufacturing
Creation of pathways from education and
training into employment

Outcomes
•

Research and innovation is successfully
transferred from an academic environment
into a commercial opportunity

Health and Community Services sector to
meet current and future demand
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Strategic Priorities

1

Grow the regional
leadership role of
Skilling the Bay
1.1

Advise state and federal governments on the impact of the Skilling
the Bay initiatives in the Geelong region, and opportunities for
future developments. Continue to deliver an effective model of
regional engagement.

1.2 Regularly communicate success stories and the economic
challenges Skilling the Bay is working to overcome. This includes
raising awareness of issues facing Geelong, engaging new audiences,
and leading the charge to ‘Skill up Geelong’.

1.3 Foster stronger relationships between industry and education.
Strengthen and expand relationships between schools, VET, higher
education and industry, and consolidate regional efforts to improve
programs.

1.4 Develop and implement a unified marketing and communications
campaign for Skilling the Bay with an emphasis on utilising digital
technologies.

1.5 Collaborate with existing Geelong organisations to advance the
future development of Geelong with an emphasis on regional
leadership, coordination and advocacy.
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2

Strengthen
existing initiatives

2.1 Identify opportunities to connect Skilling the Bay’s existing
initiatives to improve overall project outcomes and to promote
shared resources.

2.2 Enhance the capacity of delivery partners through professional
development sessions and informal networking opportunities with
other delivery partners.

2.3 Plan for sustainable, long-term delivery of performing initiatives,
including supporting delivery partners to develop self-funding
models.

2.4 Review initiatives for return on investment and allocate resources
accordingly.

2.5 Increase focus on job outcomes to align with commonwealth and
state priorities.

2.6 Focus on embedding programs for future sustainability and long
term impact.
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3

Building the case
for future innovative
initiatives
3.1 Identify ways Skilling the Bay can support the engagement of
unemployed youth with a training to employment pathway.
3.2 Identify additional innovative pilot programs that support the
skills needs of emerging and growth industries. Skilling the Bay
has a unique role to play in developing responsive, flexible programs
that address the skills needs of new and emerging industries in the
Geelong region.

3.3 Collate and present data on project performance and undertake
project evaluation to build the case for the long-term sustainability of
the initiatives.

16

Investing in programs
that address the unique
skills needs of new and
emerging industries in
the Geelong region
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P L A N O N A PAG E
SKILLING THE BAY – PREPARING GEELONG FOR THE JOBS OF THE
Vision

Geelong is an optimistic, self-sufficient, thriving centre of growth

Mission

Skilling the Bay will:
• Connect industry, education, training and community groups to enable the growth of jobs of the future through targeted
• Lead the transformation of Geelong’s workforce to secure jobs of the future through education, skills development and
• Foster a long-term, regional focus on education and skills development so that people in Geelong see a pathway for

Goals

Education
Informing and raising educational attainment levels focused on pathways to employment

Initiatives

Geelong Tertiary
Futures

Successful Students:
STEM

Careers in
Community Services
& Health (CS&H)

Digital Technologies
Program

Increasing workforce

Whittington Works

Objectives

• Increase attainment • Improve educator
capability and
in GTFP schools
innovation in the
• Support Year
teaching of STEM
9 students to
related subjects in
identify and
schools
pursue education
• Improve student
and training
awareness of
pathways to future
and aspirations
employment
for STEM related
education, training
and employment
pathways
• Increase student
attainment in STEM
subjects

• Enable unemployed
• Improve student
• Raise awareness
adults to
awareness of and
in young people
participate in
aspirations for
of the range of
education and
digital technologies
careers available in
training
related STEM
community services
education, training • Support
and health
and employment
Whittington
pathways
Works participants
to transition
• Increased student
from training to
attainment in
employment
digital technology
STEM subjects
• Improve participant
teacher capability
and innovation in
the teaching of
digital technology
related subjects in
schools

Outcomes

• Increase in GTFP
students engaging
in education and
work opportunities
beyond school

• More young people • Increase in
IOT students
undertaking
engaging in digital
education and
technologies
career pathways in
related STEM
community services
pathways and
and health, and
employment
increased pool of
beyond school
potential workers

Strategic Priorities
2016-17

Our values

Collective progress
to overall goals
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• Improved quality
of STEM related
teaching in partner
secondary schools
• Increase in
proportion
of students
undertaking STEM
related subjects

1. Grow the regional leadership role of Skilling the Bay

• Increased
workforce
participation in the
3219 postcode

2. Strengthen existing initiatives

•

Collaboration and inclusiveness

•

Education and training

•

Outcomes-focused

•

Each initiative is delivering progress against the relevant goals of Skilling the Bay

•

Skilling the Bay is fostering a culture of opportunity and growth

•

Skilling the Bay is successfully engaging with industry

FUTURE THROUGH EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT AND INNOVATION .

skills development, collaboration and advocacy.
innovation.
themselves – from education to employment.
Employment
participation through training and re-skilling

Northern Futures

Workforce
Development Centre

Skills
Growing existing and emerging industries though targeted skills development
Skilling for Advanced
Manufacturing Composite Materials

Skilling Health &
Community Services
Workforce

Skilling for Business
Success

Geelong Future
Industry Project

• To develop an
• Support priority
• Engage long
accredited course
cohorts, including
term unemployed
and units of
retrenched workers,
job seekers to
competency to
to develop career
participate in
meet the carbon
pathways aligned
education and
fibre composites
to current and
training
manufacturing
future workforce
• Support Northern
industry’s training
needs
Futures participants
needs
• Act as a central
to transition
• To develop
mechanism for
from training to
effective learning
education and
employment
resources for
co-ordination of
course delivery
support

• Identify and create
new education and
training pathways
into the Health
and Community
Services
Sector (new and
transitioning
careers)

• Inspire the next
generation of
entrepreneurs
• Create a culture
that motivates
and supports
entrepreneurship
and innovation
• Support SME
growth using
education and
training as an
enabler for
innovation and
entrepreneurial
activity

• Support growth
of nanomanufacturing
capacity in the
Geelong region
• Creation of
pathways from
education and
training into
employment

• New VRQA
accredited course
addressing
identified
composite
manufacturing
industry training
gaps
• Improved job
readiness for
the composite
manufacturing
industry sector

• Optimise workforce
capacity within
the Health and
Community
Services sector to
meet current and
future demand

• Foster a culture
of innovation and
entrepreneurship
and support
development of
new and existing
SMEs to generate
new jobs in the
Geelong economy

• Research and
innovation is
successfully
transferred from
an academic
environment into
a commercial
opportunity

• Increased
workforce
participation in the
3214 postcode

• The WDC supports
individuals to
develop career
pathways that
lead to sustainable
employment

3. Building the case for future innovative initiatives
•

Sustainability

•

Innovation and entrepreneurship

•

Skilling the Bay is successfully fostering a common agenda with delivery partners

•

Key stakeholders and funders are satisfied with program implementation and outcomes achieved
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Measuring
Performance and
Success
Skilling the Bay will measure outcomes in

Skilling the Bay is committed to realising the

order to evaluate the success of our actions

collective impact of the initiatives by:

and investment. We have established a clear

•

performance measurement framework that
addresses program logic, key performance
indicators and monitoring requirements
for each of the Skilling the Bay initiatives.
We regularly track our progress through
identified targets and milestones.

Ensuring each initiative is delivering
progress against the relevant goals

•

Fostering a culture of opportunity and
growth

•

Successfully engaging with industry

•

Fostering a united and common agenda
with delivery partners

In 2016, we will commence a formative
evaluation of Skilling the Bay to look at how
the project is operating as a whole and to
evaluate collective progress to overall goals.
The summative evaluation, at the end of 2017,
will address the return on investment that
Skilling the Bay has achieved.
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•

Ensuring key stakeholders and
funders are satisfied with program
implementation and outcomes achieved.
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